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Island Bluffs is a story of love, forgiveness, and understanding the dark side of the human spirit. It explores
the age-old question: are children accountable for the sins of their parents and grandparents? Carly Mason is
a successful New York City forensic dentist. She and her widower husband, Gabe Berk, are trying to start a
family. Thinking they had exhausted the options by consulting with all of Manhattan's fertility experts, Carly
and Gabe learn of an eccentric scientist who runs an exclusive clinic. The doctor commits to helping the
couple conceive the baby they so desperately want, but only if they agree to what seems like an outrageous
stipulation; Carly must carry twins, one biological and one that she is a surrogate for. Once the twins are
born Carly has to surrender the non-biological twin to the doctor at birth, no questions asked. Further, should
the old doctor die before Carly gives birth, she has to agree to give the baby the name chosen by the doctor.
As required for treatment, Carly and Gabe move into a new house, which is within thirty minutes of the
clinic. They soon discover that their new home and town, Island Bluffs, are far from ordinary. Carly and
Gabe feel eyes spying on them at every turn. Gabe's father, Yehuda, hears strange noises that only he can
hear. Megan, Gabe's rebellious sixteen-year-old daughter from a previous marriage, is attracted to the son of
a Neo-Nazi. The mysteries continue to deepen as a scavenger ship appears on nearby waters searching for
sunken treasure along with glimpses of a lone swimmer lumbering through the waves of Barnegat Bay.
Island Bluffs is a present-day town bound to the past by horrible secrets and pacts made long ago. Keeping
secrets buried as some had hoped was no longer an option for the Berks. Their new and some thought long-
forgotten home made that impossible by putting them squarely in the middle of it all. When the truths are
revealed, the shocking twists and turns will challenge the very notions of what is right and wrong.
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From reader reviews:

Jennifer Mendoza:

This Island Bluffs book is absolutely not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you will get by reading this book will be information inside this e-book incredible fresh, you will get
information which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. That Island Bluffs
without we understand teach the one who studying it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't
become worry Island Bluffs can bring if you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' come to be
full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even phone. This Island Bluffs having excellent
arrangement in word and also layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Ollie Johnson:

This Island Bluffs are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The explanation of this
Island Bluffs can be one of many great books you must have is giving you more than just simple examining
food but feed anyone with information that perhaps will shock your earlier knowledge. This book is
definitely handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions both in e-book and printed ones.
Beside that this Island Bluffs giving you an enormous of experience like rich vocabulary, giving you trial run
of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day exercise. So , let's have it and enjoy reading.

Pamela Prince:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the subject Island Bluffs
suitable to you? The particular book was written by well-known writer in this era. The book untitled Island
Bluffsis the one of several books this everyone read now. This specific book was inspired lots of people in
the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new age that you ever know ahead of. The author
explained their plan in the simple way, and so all of people can easily to know the core of this publication.
This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. So you can see the represented of the
world in this book.

Alexandra Stafford:

You will get this Island Bluffs by browse the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve difficulty if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are
various. Not only simply by written or printed but in addition can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the
modern era just like now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem.
Right now, choose your own ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to
arrange you to ultimately make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose right ways for you.
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